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Abstract
This study is a secondary analysis of survey data of primary and secondary school students (N = 2,865) in Hong Kong. Guided by Social Cognitive Theory, path models of social learning about persons with a disability (PWDs) were tested connecting exposure to information from different sources and contents of information with perceptions of, attitude, and behavior inclination toward PWDs. The best-fit model showed contents as better predictors of perceptions and attitudes than exposure to information from either media channels or interpersonal sources. Exposure to interpersonal sources was better predictor than that to media channels. The effects of content and exposure were also mediated by perceptions of PWD capabilities, of PWD inner state, and general attitude toward PWD
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Media effects on child development have long attracted scholarly attention and left few stones unturned. Meanwhile the extant literature is uneven in coverage; certain topics are sparsely visited in cognition development associated with social categorization of groups. For example, socialization about persons with disability (PWDs) is barely present in media effects research overviews over the years (e.g., Perse, 2001; Van Evra, 2004) for lack of research. Relevance of media theories to this topic is insufficiently examined and its potential contribution to our understanding of communication in general largely untapped. Besides, other information sources in socialization are rarely investigated along side media effects, leaving something to be desired in our knowledge of communication and socialization.

\(^1\) Author note: The original survey project was supported by a faculty research grant from Hong Kong Baptist University to the first author. The authors wish to express great appreciation to the 135 schools for their support and assistance in this project. A list of the participating schools is available from the first author. Thanks also go to Kaman Lee for assistance in questionnaire development, Ivy Hang, Sylvia Chan, and Raymond Wong for their help in data collection and data preparation.
To help fill the gaps, this study examines the connection between exposure to information about PWDs from different sources in communication and perceptions of as well as attitudes toward them among primary and secondary school students. Working with the social cognitive theory of communication as a theoretical framework and informed by the literature on communication and socialization about social groups, we conducted a secondary analysis of the data from a large scale survey of Hong Kong students' attitudes towards PWDs. The study aims to ascertain the relationships between behavior inclination towards PWDs and perceptual as well as attitudinal factors and to test effects of exposures to and retention of relevant information via both media and other communication sources.

Communication and Socialization

**Media’s socialization role.** Socialization is about acquisition of knowledge needed to be a functioning member of society, a crucial developmental process of the young. Socialization and related learning of norms and values of a society is a basic communication function, and mass media in contemporary societies are a major information source, through which children learn about, among other things, people including societal perceptions of and attitudes toward various peoples and social groups. Research has amply documented stereotyping of social groups such as gender, race, national identity, and age, in a wide array of media contents (see Seiter, 1993; Calvert & Wilson, 2008 for overviews) and, to a lesser extent, evidenced media’s influence on social perceptions in this regard. One expects (e.g., Dixon, 2008) children to be more susceptible to racialized, or stereotypical, beliefs due to their media consumption and youth. There are reports that exposure to media portrayals increases children’s tendencies to agree with sex-role stereotypes as depicted (reviewed in Signorielli, 2001) or, in case of positive media images, affects their choice of playmates from other ethnic groups than their own (e.g., Greenberg & Mastro, 2008). Children are also found to selectively interpret media messages as relevant to their life world and peer-cultures (e.g., Fingerson, 1999; Hadley & Nenga, 2004).

All things considered, mass media are generally recognized as a base of social understanding and knowledge internalization, whereby to a large extent people benchmark their thoughts, opinions and behaviors and children learn to form their views of society and social groups. Although the extent of media’s actual developmental impact has not been fully or comprehensively studied, there is evidence that the association between exposure to violent
media content and children’s aggressive behaviors is considerable as to rival that between smoking and lung cancer in the general population (Strasburger, 2004). Media impact on socialization about social groups may work the same way as effects on children’s behaviors.

**Other socialization agents.** Although a common socialization agent, media are not the only or the predominant source of social information for children. Direct experiences, from personal contact, and indirect experiences, obtained through interpersonal communication with significant others at home and in school as well as media consumption, constitute the socialization environment for children and help shape their attitude formation toward various social groups (O’Keefe & Reid-Nash, 1987). Communication between the social referent others and a child about social norms and norms construal highlights the crucial role of referent others as socialization agents, such as parents, teachers, and peers, to whom children connect with emotional ties at a young age. That the strength of relational connection evokes such social learning finds illustration in a study of communication about norms in South Africa (Boer and Westhoff, 2006). In relationships with more or less important referents (strong or weak ties), the study found that communication with strong ties affected perceptions of subjective norms about safer sex among adolescents as they tended to learn from strong social ties.

Information from other than media sources is also crucial in shaping children’s knowledge about social groups (e.g., Balter & Tamis-LeMonda, 2003) and their social behaviors toward the latter, particularly in the absence or rarity of direct experience. Parents as a primary agent of gender role socialization are universally recognized, although infrequently examined along side the media’s role for the same. Based on the extant empirical studies on the mechanisms through which parents conduct racial and ethnic socialization, Hughes, Rodriguez, Smith, Johnson, Stevenson & Spicer (2006) reiterated the role of parents as a primary socialization agent in learning about such social groups, about dealing with other groups than one's own, about attitudes toward social diversity and related values such as egalitarianism.

**Communication and Socialization about PWDs**

Available research about media’s socialization role has been attending to gender, race, and ethnicity, and little on other, underrepresented groups such as the poor, the elderly or the disable. It is not altogether clear as to the process of learning about each of them is empirically the same for all, e.g., if learning about gender or ethnicity is the same as learning about disability. Aside
from the categorical difference, there is the matter of visibility, social and literal, that is markedly different from group to group, which could affect learning about them. PWD is unique among social groups. Unlike those based on gender, race/ethnicity and age, which are basic descriptive of a person, physical disability is defined by the absence of characteristics universally taken for granted as normal (World Health Organization, 1980) and relatively uncommon. Gender socialization attends to learning of one’s own gender in contrast to the others who are different. Racial/ethnic socialization attends to learning of one's own, often non-dominant, race/ethnicity in contrast to other ethnic groups (e.g., Hughes, et al., 2006). Socialization about PWDs in most cases focuses on social learning of another group that is invisible thus easily neglected. Learning about PWDs appears to be less of a necessity and less prominent than learning about gender, race, etc., except for the disabled child where oneself is involved. Study of socialization about PWDs thus may provide insight to salience of communication to socialization about groups, not available in other learning.

PWDs, being invisible, have long been associated with social stigma (e.g., Goffman, 1963). In the mainstream media including films and advertising, PWDs are generally absent (e.g., Hardin et. al., 2001). When present, PWDs are often portrayed stereotypically, e.g., as burdens on family and friends, being ignored by others. Although positive images of disabled people have gradually increased in recent decades, the change is much slower in Asian societies, the context of our study. Even in award-winning Hong Kong dramas and films, e.g., “The legend of Ah Wong” and “Why me”, characters with impairments are shown to encounter social barriers in study, work, romance and other aspects of social life. Such regularly negative media depiction may be a reason that perceptions and norms about PWDs remain stagnant and slow to change. Social norms, beliefs about what people commonly do and should do in a situation, have been shown a powerful influence on a variety of behaviors (e.g., Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990), which would include conducts toward rather invisible PWDs.

The social cognitive theory. Whereas few studies are available on socialization about PWDs, the social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986), originally social learning theory, has delineated the processes of attitude learning and formation. It proffers that, via the function of attention, retention, motor reproduction and motivation, personal, environmental and behavioral factors interact to influence perceptions and attitudes of the individual, which may well be applicable to learning about PWds.
The theory suggests that modeling is one most pervasive means to transmit values, attitudes and behavior, by which people learn and receive reinforcement from live or symbolic models, including the result of the model’s behavior. Models exemplify appropriate activities, and people learn from observing their performances, based on their understanding of things happening around a model and see whether the conducts would result in rewards or punishments. Common images from mass media tend to be observed as the social norm and models of attaining social acceptance from peers. The latter is crucial to one’s personal maturation, especially for children/teenagers.

The imagery from the media may lead to certain forms of understanding or interpretation of the social reality, positive and encouraging or distorted, stereotyped and biased. As noted above, media’s role as sources of vicarious experience about social groups is considered major in creation of related cognition (stereotypes), development of negative attitudes (prejudice), and performance of exclusionary behaviors (discrimination) (Graves 1999) and may influence children through examples of prejudiced or fair-minded people along with diverse social groups that stimulate positive or negative affect. Media image may positively alter negative stereotypes about PWDs children encounter and change those for the better (e.g., Monson and Shurtleff, 1979). Cohen (1994) suggests that children are not only aware of the disabled images in media but also the way they are shown to fit into a social environment: they learn social interaction appropriateness through modeled behavior and learn preference for a non-disabled person over people with disability in social interactions. Thus, children internalize and reproduce the symbolic representations of the behavior toward PWDs and are likely motivated to interact with PWDs when they believe that doing so are socially acceptable (self-reinforcement), an intrinsic gratification for future continued interaction with PWDs.

Children as natural “social learners” also learn from live models, people in their immediate environments such as parents at home and other adults in their life, as well as those seen in the media. While family is the primary agent where a child learns basic values and social roles, children in transition from late childhood to adolescence may be also influenced by peers as they seek to redefine their identity from peers’ recognition and acceptance. Social learning may cultivate negative attitudes, due the general societal bias against disability conveyed through social discourse interpersonally (Casling, 1993), or lead to varied attitudes in students, due to shifts in societal attitudes as in the case of gender (Dreyer, Woods, & Sherman, 1981).
Rationale and Research Questions

To date, empirical works are limited on the role of communication in socialization and learning about social groups, via media and interaction with referent others. Little is available about the actual operation of main factors, such as exposure to information about PWD from various sources and contents of such information, in learning and formation of related perceptions and attitudes, not to say related behaviors. The discussion above presents the theoretical ground for the present study to reexamine data from an earlier survey of school students in Hong Kong as a step to gain new insight as well as empirical evidence.

Based on the social cognitive theory’s conceptualization of symbolic modeling, effect of information content and communication sources in media consumption and interpersonal communication on perceptions and attitudes were hypothesized, in terms of retention of information contents about PWDs from exposure to media channels and interpersonal sources.

H1. Exposure to information about PWDs from media channels will affect students’ perceptions of and attitudes toward PWDs.
H2. Exposure to information about PWDs from important interpersonal sources will affect students’ perceptions of and attitudes toward PWDs.
H3. Contents about PWDs will affect students’ perceptions of and attitudes toward PWDs.

A research question arisen about specific effects of different contents about PWDs on related perceptions and attitudes.

RQ1. How do contents about PWDs affect perceptions of and attitudes toward them?

Given the contemporary social concern over equal opportunities (EO) leading to civic education, a related interest is prosocial effects of exposures to EO education information about PWDs on perceptions and attitudes (Mares & Woodard, 2001). A question is posed.

RQ2. Does exposure to education information about PWDs affects perceptions of and attitudes toward them?

The social cognitive theory suggests that the association between communication and behavior is not direct. Rather, communication events influence behavior via related perceptions and attitudes. Research question 3 is about this connection, following a hypothesized link to possible behavior from perceptions as well as attitudes.
H4. Perceptions of and attitudes toward PWDs will influence possible behaviors toward them.
RQ3. How do perceptions of and attitudes toward PWDs mediate effects of exposure to information about PWDs on possible behavior?

METHOD

Respondents

Data were from a 2001 baseline survey of Hong Kong primary and middle school students, response-rate > 80%, that produced a disproportionate stratified sample of students from four school levels (primary 4, secondary form 1, form 4, and form 6) in 135 schools and represented all and residential districts. To further improve data quality, fifty percent of the original data was randomly selected for the current study, N = 2,865, representing 126 schools. The sex ratio of the current sample was about even, 51.9% females and 47.9% males, all Chinese. Average age was 13.34, SD = 3.549, ranging from 10 to 17. The school level distribution was about equal, from 24% to 26%. Family backgrounds showed a wide range.

Measurements

Besides demographics (age, sex, family backgrounds, and school level), measures in the survey included prior contact with PWDs, exposure to general information about PWD, contents exposed to, PWD education exposure, PWD education information sources, perceptions of and attitudes towards PWDs including inclinations of approach (e.g., non-discrimination, interaction, and willingness to assist) and avoidance (e.g., discomfort, fear, and keeping distance).

PWD information exposure was operationally defined as recalled exposure to media channel and interpersonal source respectively, as well as relevant content. The variable of interpersonal information source included 3 types of significant others (parents, teachers, peers), assessed with simple count of positive responses. The media information channel was likewise measured with responses to 7 media channels (film, TV, book, magazine, radio, newspapers, etc.). PWD education exposure was assessed with 2 binary items respectively for in and outside of school. PWD educational material source was measured with up to 16 forms (leaflet, pamphlet, posters, radio, event, exhibit, public service commercials, etc.). Lastly, contact was
assessed with 4 binary items including acquaintance (have seen, often see; and know, know well). Count of affirmed items \( (yes = 1, \ no = 0) \) was averaged for each of the variables.

Information content included three common depictions about PWDs recalled of both media and interpersonal sources, assessed as above by counts of positive response to \( yes \) or \( no \) questions \( (yes = 1, \ no = 0) \). Pity content referred to PWD portrayed as being pitiful, unfortunate, and needy (12 items). Scary content was that of PWDs being frightening, disgusting (8 items). Assisting content was that suggesting assistance one should extend (4 items). The content measures were all averaged for easy comparison.

**Perceptions and attitudes questionnaire.** Thirty-five items about attitudes toward and perception of PWDs were selected from existing instruments (e.g., Antonak, & Livneh, 1988) responded on a 4-point scale (from 1- completely disagree to 4 – completely agree). These included main perception aspects about PWDs: PWD capabilities (4 items), PWD intelligence (1 item), PWD self-perception (2 item), and general perceptions about PWD (7 items) as well as beliefs of equality applicable to PWDs (3 items). Attitudes towards PWDs included approach (11 items, e.g., acceptance, no discrimination, intent of interaction, and willingness to assist) and avoidance (7 items, e.g., discomfort, fear, and keeping distance).

**Factor Measures**

A factor analysis procedure was performed on attitudes and perceptions items in the current study to reduce data and uncover latent factors for further analysis. As the 35 items are ordinal variables with 4 points, we decided against conventional methods such as principal component analysis that assumed at least the interval level variables (Jöreskog & Moustaki, 2000) so as to avoid associated problems (e.g., Muthén, 1983; Muthen & Kaplan, 1992). In stead, the factor analysis was performed in the software Mplus 5.2, using the WLSM estimation (weighted least square parameter estimates) with polychoric correlations\(^3\). We expected correlation among attitude and perception factors extracted and employed promax oblique rotation. A four factor structure was selected, based on both the substantive reasoning in consideration of item content and comparison of different factor structures, from one factor to three factors. The comparison was done with a statistics testing for continuous non-normal outcomes, the Satorra-Bentler scaled (mean-adjusted) chi-square (Satorra & Bentler, 2001). The results of Chi-Square
Difference Testing showed that the four factor structure prevailed over other factor structures. The chi-square was significant ($\chi^2 (461) = 4536.988$, $p < .001$), being sensitive to large sample size, whereas other fit indices, $\text{RMSEA} = .056$, $\text{RMSR} = .031$, suggested the factor structural model fitting the data well.

Examination of items revealed that two of the factors were of PWD related perceptions and two were of attitudes. The first factor reflected approach-avoidance attitude and was labeled “behavior inclination” that ranged from avoiding (low) to approaching (high), consisted of nine items (e.g., “I am willing to know them (children who are PWDs)”; “I am willing to take classes together with them”; “I will feel uneasy if a PWD sits beside me on the bus—reverse coding”). The second factor was named “general attitude”, ranging from apathy (low) to sympathy (high), and represented in seven items, implicit or expressed (e.g., “I will give up my seats to PWDs on the bus”; “I feel much sympathy with PWDs”; and “I believe that PWDS can be one of my best friends”). The third factor was named “perceived PWD capabilities”, from less than normal (low) to normal (high) on 11 items, such as “I think PWDs can be very smart”; “I think PWDs cannot perform well at work (reversed)”; “I think PWDs can be independent”. The fourth factor was labeled “perceived PWD inner state”, ranging from less than normal (low) to normal (high) on eight items. Sample items include, “I figure that PWDs must feel they are helpless”; “I think that most PWDs would rather not socialize with other people”.

The correlations among the four factors were moderate or weak, ranging from .57 to .24 (Table 1). These being correlating factors, we employed factor determinacy (Muthén & Muthén, 2010) to gauge their reliability. The four factor structure returned good factor determinacy, respectively reaching .930, .934, .932 and .912. In addition, alpha coefficients of all four factors were also acceptable ($\alpha_1 = .836$, $\alpha_2 = .837$, $\alpha_3 = .824$, and $\alpha_4 = .735$). Factor scores were obtained by averaging the value of contributing items weighted by respective loadings on the factor for use in subsequent analysis.
Table 1

Factor Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I. Behavior Inclination</th>
<th>II. General Attitude</th>
<th>III. Perceived PWD Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II. General Attitude</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Perceived PWD Capabilities</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Perceived PWD Inner State</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Structural Path Models**

Informed by the social cognitive theory’s conceptualization of communication influence on perceptions, attitudes and behaviors, four path models of two nested pairs were built to identify an effect relationship pattern that best fit the sample. Each model involved one or more potential mediators. All variables were treated as latent constructs. Independent variables included demographics, two PWD information source variables (media channels and interpersonal sources), three information contents about PWDs (being pitiful, scary, deserving assistance), contact with PWDs, exposure to PWD education and PWD educational information sources. General attitude, perceived PWD capabilities, perceived PWD inner state and behavior inclination were mediating and dependent variables.

In the nested model 1 and model 2, all the independent (demographic and communication related) variables predicted perceived PWD capabilities, perceived PWD inner state and general attitude (cognitive), each of which then further predicted behavior inclination, the sole dependent variable closest to behavior. Paths from all foregoing independent variables, except demographics, to behavior inclination were constrained to zero in model 1, with no direct effect of communication, and allowed to vary in model 2, with direct effects together with mediation. These two models were to test the learning mechanism from communication to perceptions, then to general attitudes and lastly to behavior related attitudes.

In the nested model 3 and model 4, all the independent variables predicted both perceived PWD capabilities and perceived PWD inner state, which further predicted general attitude and behavior inclination respectively, while attitude also predicted behavior inclination. Similar to the first pair, paths to behavior inclination from all independent variables but demographics variables were allowed to vary in model 4 and constrained to zero in model 3 for comparison.
These two models were to test the alternative learning mechanisms from communication to attitudes via perceptions, allowing for effects of general attitudes on behavior related attitudes.

To avoid shortcomings of the causal steps approach (Baron and Kenny, 1986) or the multivariate delta method (e.g., MacKinnon, et al., 2002), confidence interval via bootstrapping (bias correction with 1000 resample) was obtained to test observed mediated effects\(^4\).

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis

**Media channels.** About 1.4% of respondents reported not receiving information about PWDs from any media channels; 97.7% reported between 1-3 and 4-6 channels. The most common media channels were TV and newspaper reported by 85% and 71% respectively.

**Interpersonal sources.** The most common interpersonal source was teachers followed by parents and peers, reported by 50.3%, 36.1% and 30.2% respectively. Thirty-three percent of respondents reported no interpersonal information source; the remaining 67% reported 1 to 3 sources.

**Channels of educational information.** A small majority (59.5%) reported exposure to educational information on PWDs: thirty-six percent reported exposures via channels inside while forty-six percent outside of school. The most reported in-school education channels were education TV programs and brochures, respectively by 21.4 % and 18.4 % of the students. The most mentioned out-side school channel were public service TV commercials (33.3%), public service advertisement (27.5%), posters (27.2%) and brochures (26.2%).

**Contact.** The percentage of respondents with no contact was 12.8%. A small minority (18.3%) reported being personal acquaint of a PWD, e.g., a relative, a friend, or a neighbor, and 8.6% reported knowing a PWD well, while 19.8% had frequent encounter with a PWD.

**Contents of PWD information.** All content included information about PWDs received from significant others and media. Of the three types, the pity content was most reported, M = .374, SD = .25, followed by assistance content, M = .363, SD = .28; the scary content was least reported, M = .047, SD = .110. For all three types of content, lower grade students generally reported higher exposure than the higher grade counterparts.

**Perception and attitude factors.** The value of the factors was toward the low end, partly due to the weight of factor loadings. The mean of behavioral inclination was .13, SD = .30, the
lowest in magnitude with the greatest variance. General attitude, the highest of all, had a mean of 1.82, SD = .31. Two remaining factors were similar: perception of PWD capabilities, mean = 1.48, SD = .23, and perception of PWD inner state, mean = 1.46, SD = .28.

**Model Testing**

**Model comparison.** Path models were tested using maximum likelihood estimation in the software Mplus 5.2. Log likelihood ratio tests were used for model comparison. Besides the chi-square statistics, model fit was evaluated with common fit indices in addition to model chi-square: Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation), and SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual). Results showed that model 4 fit data better than model 3 ($\chi^2$ (9) = 68.168, $p < .001$), and model 2 fit better than model 1 ($\chi^2$ (8) = 68.168, $p < .001$). Model 4 prevailed and was selected, with the lowest Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) value (Table 2) in the model comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Comparisons</th>
<th>Log likelihood</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>Log likelihood ratio test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>-31868.59</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>63823.18</td>
<td>202.484$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4 with modification</td>
<td>-31767.35</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>63622.70</td>
<td>68.168$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>-31902.68</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>63875.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>-32375.92</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>64855.83</td>
<td>68.168$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>-32410.00</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>64908.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $^a$between model 4 and model 4 with modification; $^b$between model 4 and model 3; $^c$between model 2 and model 1

**Model fit.** Although the model fit was generally acceptable, $\chi^2$ (15) = 312.822, $p < .001$, CFI = 0.921, TLI = 0.738, RMSEA = 0.084, SRMR = 0.038, model 4 further improved after a prediction path was added from perceived PWD ability to perceived PWD inner state as suggested by the modification index. Except TLI, being slightly lower, model fit indexes met the suggested cutoff criteria (Hu & Bentler, 1999), $\chi^2$ (14) = 110.337, $p < .001$, CFI = 0.975, TLI = 0.909, RMSEA = 0.049, 90% CI = 0.041, 0.058, PRMSEA <= .05 = .538$^5$, SRMR = .019. The final
model fit the data very well. R squares indicated that variances explained by independent variables were all significant. Specifically, 52.5% of variance in behavior inclination and 34.2% in general attitude were explained. Perceived PWD capabilities and perceived PWD inner state were relatively poorly explained; respective R squares were below .08.

**Direct Effects**

The results indicated that information sources from interpersonal channel negatively predicted perceived PWD capabilities (β = -.018, p <.05) and positively predicted behavior inclination (β = .017, p = .016), but had no significant effect on perceived PWD inner state. H2 was partially supported. Exposures to information from media channels had a positive effect on behavior inclination (β = .009, p = .005), a marginally significant effect on perceived inner state (β = .031, p < .10), but not for perceived PWD capabilities. H1 was partially supported. Overall, exposure to interpersonal sources led to inclination to interact with PWDs and lower perceived PWD capabilities; exposure to media channels had the same effect only on behavior inclination.

Of the three content types, pitiful information content about PWDs negatively predicted perceived PWD inner state, β = -.445, p = .01, had no significant effect on their perceived capabilities and marginal effect on inclination to interact with PWDs (β = -.064, p < .10). Scary information content about PWD negatively predicted the two perception variables: perceived PWD capabilities (β = -.433, p < .001) and perceived PWD inner state (β = -.861, p < .001), and negatively predicted inclination to interact with PWD (β = -.143, p = .001). Information content about assistance to PWD positively predicted both perceived PWD capabilities (β = .212, p < .001) and perceived PWD inner state (β = .465, p < .001), as well as behavior inclination (β = .07, p = .008). Contact positively predicted perceived PWD capabilities (β = .055, p < .01) and behavior inclination (β = .078, p < .001), but had no significant effect on perceived inner state. H3 about the effect of contents about PWDs was partially supported. Results also answered RQ1.

RQ2 asks about effects of exposure to education information about PWDs on perceptions of and attitudes toward them. The results showed neither PWD education exposure nor number of PWD education knowledge sources to have significant effects on any of the three dependent variables. The answer to RQ2 is negative.

H4 was about effects of perceptions of PWDs on attitudes toward them. In the model, the perceived PWD capabilities and inner state each predicted general attitude toward PWDs (β =
1.029, \( p < .001; \beta = .049, p < .001 \) and inclination to interact with PWDs (\( \beta = .688, p < .001; \beta = .134, p < .001 \)). Lastly, the more positive general attitude towards PWDs was, the greater also was the inclination to approach (\( \beta = .066, p < .001 \)). H4 was supported.

For demographics, female were likely (\( \beta = -.032, p = .001 \)) to report higher perceived capabilities, yet no significant between-sex difference for perceived inner state. Respondents at higher school level were likely to report normal perceived PWD capabilities and inner state than their lower level counterparts (\( \beta = .009, p = .02; \beta = .047, p = .006 \)). Age had a negative effect on predicting perceived inner state but not on capabilities, (\( \beta = -.022, p = .045 \)).

**Mediation effects**

RQ3 asked about mediation of exposure effects, to information about PWDs, on possible behavior. Three potential mediators were in the model (figure 1) affecting behavioral inclination: perceived PWD capabilities, perceived PWD inner state and general attitude. Since this mediation model involved multiple mediators, with correlations among them, unique mediation effects are of interest regardless of overall effects (e.g., Preacher & Hayes, 2008).

The mediation of effects by all three mediators was complementary along with the direct effects of four independent variables on behavioral inclination. Specifically there was mediation of assistance content (indirect effect = .188, CI95% = .142, .253) and contact (indirect effect = .050, CI95% = .019, .084) with positive valence, and mediation of scary content (indirect effect = -.373, CI95% = -.537, -.265) with negative valence. Pitiful content (indirect effect = -.058, CI95% = -.123, -.003) had mediating effects only, which was negative.

The model also produced significant indirect effects only on general attitude as the dependent variable via perceived PWD capabilities and perceived PWD inner state as mediators. The mediation effects for prediction from both assistance content (indirect effect = .228, CI95% = .144, .340) and contact (indirect effect = .060, CI95% = .022, .111) were positive, whereas relevant direct effects were not present. That is exposure to assistance content and contact with PWD indirectly and positively contributed to the general attitude toward PWDs. The mediation effects were negative for prediction from both scary content (indirect effect = -.461, CI95% = -.693, -.279) and interpersonal sources (indirect effect = -.015, CI95% = -.034, -.002). Thus, exposure to scary content and interpersonal sources also indirectly and negatively contributed to the general attitude. RQ4b was answered affirmatively regarding each of the variables.
Figure 1. Path model with perceived PWD capabilities, perceive PWD inner state and general attitude as mediators, presenting statistically significant paths from communication related variables

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

DISCUSSION

The path model showed direct and indirect effects of information contents, media channels and interpersonal sources, and of perception and attitude variables on the behavioral inclination. Before we interpret and discuss below the findings for better understanding, a caveat should be noted, that the analyses were post hoc with related limitation although the large probability-stratified sample provided assurance of findings being fairly generalizable.
Information exposure variables as predictors

Findings, of students’ exposure to information of assisting PWDs predicting perceptions of and attitudes toward them in positive ways, suggest that exposure to such content leads to greater inclination to approach PWDs and perceptions of PWDs as having generally normal self-related inner state as well as normal capabilities. This is consistent with the few past studies about positive media portrayal of PWD associating with more positive attitudes in the viewers (e.g., Farnall & Smith, 1999). Information content about assistance to PWDs is considered positive because such content equalizes people on the assumption that anyone may need assistance now and then, contradicting the helpless and pitiful stereotypes. The opposite happens with larger magnitudes for exposure to information evoking fear or pity: exposure to such content leads to less inclination to approach PWDs, perceiving PWDs as having less than normal capabilities and less than normal self-related inner state. Contrary to the conventional thinking, pitiful depictions did not seem helpful in bringing about positive perception and attitudes. Such information with implied sympathetic seems far from sufficient to counter and may even reinforce the stereotype of PWDs as being needy and less than normal. Scary contents appears to be more harmful than assistance content is helpful in positive social learning of PWDs and, similar to and together with pitiful content, contributes more to stereotyped learning and avoidance attitude than can be countered by assistance content alone. In practice, prevention of learning negative perceptions and attitudes of this or any social group may need to focus more on reducing negative portrayal.

Information channels and sources were outdone by contents as a whole, yet still posed noticeable effects. Media channels seem to matter less than interpersonal information source, suggesting the greater role of significant others in students’ social learning about PWDs, in spite of media’s greater presence in their life. One practical implication of the finding is the need for civic education of the adult population, for one-third of students reporting not having anyone talking to them about PWDs. In relation, interpersonal sources also negatively predicted PWDs perceived capabilities, suggesting the learning of stereotypical information about PWDs from the significant others and also pointing to the need for education of the general public. Greater exposure to information of any sources may have helped create awareness as suggested by the social cognitive theory and seen in the findings, leading to greater inclination to interact with PWDs. This is another finding with practical implication: greater awareness may also help addressing PWDs’ social marginalization.
Contact with PWD, which provides first hand knowledge about PWDs, was found to bring about positive perceptions of PWD capabilities as well as greater interaction inclination, in relatively small ways. This study measured contact generally such as having seen and having known PWDs, which are neutral in nature, thus non competitive, and the information learned this way may help in positive attitude formation. This finding provides PWD related evidence in support of the intergroup contact theory (Allport, 1954), which posits that non competitive and voluntary contacts facilitate positive attitudes between groups. More importantly, it brings attention to neutral or non negative information and social learning about PWD for better understanding and positive perception. A social policy implication is for creation of opportunities for contact with PWDs in order to encourage such learning in direct experience.

Surprisingly, PWD education exposure had little effects on any dependent variables in this study. This may be due to its short history and scarcity at the time of survey, as the relevant local law was barely 4-year old and the information not yet widely disseminated – barely half of students reported any exposure to information from PWD related civic education. This is an aspect in need of further investigation and update. On the other hand, findings of the direct effects of all communication related variables, simultaneously present along with mediated effects highlighted the role of communication in social learning about PWDs.

Perceptions and general attitude

The findings that perceptions of PWD capabilities had the largest effects in the model, predicting the perceived inner state and general attitudes as well as behavioral inclinations, suggests the importance of this variable in communicating and learning about PWDs. This perception was more substantial than perceived PWD inner state or general attitude toward PWDs in predicting and mediating the effect on the behavioral inclination. Perceived PWD capabilities also directly affected perceived PWD inner state, which may have to do with the social norm of associating the individual’s self-concept with their capabilities so greater or lesser capabilities correspond with positive or less positive self concept. It is likely that this norm had also been conveyed in socialization, an aspect for future investigation. The results showed that students’ general attitude and perceptions of PWD capabilities as well as that of PWD inner-state were toward the positive side, but their behavioral inclination tended to be low in comparison, pointing to a need for future studies to identify other explanations than those investigated in this
study and to address the challenge of PWD related civic education for their integration into the mainstream.

The correspondence between perceptions of PWD capabilities and general attitude is consistent with the cognitive consistence theory (Festinger, 1957) and directs attention to their mediating role in socialization. The findings, that perceptions of PWD inner state mediated effects on general attitude from assistance content and contact and that perceptions of PWD capabilities mediated effects on general attitude from scary content and interpersonal sources, provide evidence on the relationship between perceptions and attitude in learning about PWDs, with implications to research on learning about social groups in general. That the effects of assistance content and contact went through complementary mediation demonstrates the indirect enhancement from such perceptions. Similarly mediation occurred in the prediction of pity-depiction content and scary content, also in the same direction thus adding to their effect. In the particular case of PWDs, it seems, different aspects of perception mediate social learning through media and interpersonal communication in similar ways to indirectly affect formation of general attitudes toward PWDs.

Overall, results from the less visited area of social learning about PWDs have shown that the social cognitive theory is applicable to socialization about PWDs in communication via symbolic modeling and contribute to the literature on communication and socialization about other social groups, with specific policy implications to PWD related civic education and communication programs (Braithwaite & Labrecque, 1994) in Hong Kong and beyond.

Limitations and future directions. Being a reanalysis this study is constrained in inclusion of variables, leaving out possible moderation of individual factors or other mediation in the social learning of PWDs. Given the limitation of survey studies, insights gained are to be taken with a grain of salt: self-reported attitudes typically hold certain distance to the actual behavior as a limited reflection of reality. The developmental stage of the respondents here necessitates simplistic and crude assessment of information exposure and content type and leaves something to be desired. Future work needs more refined measurement in operationalization and include more, positive communication content in effect testing (e.g., Mares& Acosta, 2008; Farnall & Smith, 1999) for a comprehensive study of information exposure in socialization.
In conclusion, this study produced evidence of ways communication factors account for students’ behavioral inclination toward PWD, that content about assistance to PWD contributes to positive attitude learning and scary contents contribute negatively, while information sources cannot be overlooked either albeit with small effects.
ENDNOTES

1 A large-scale survey of primary and secondary school students, its data reanalyzed here, showed only about 37% reporting parents, about 50% reporting teachers and 30% peers as a source; almost one third (32%) reported media as the only information source, evidence that disability is generally not a topic in people’s daily communication.

2 Details of data collection are available from the first author upon request. We believe despite the years, the sample is reflective of the current situation given the extremely slow social change in this respect.

3 The procedure works on a diagonal weight matrix with standard errors and mean-adjusted chi-square test statistic that uses a full weight matrix and returns asymptotically correct results (e.g., Muthen & Kaplan, 1992).

4 This is considered to be more accurate than the normal theory confidence limits (e.g., Shrout & Bolger, 2002).

5 Since $p = .538$, the null hypothesis that the value of RMSEA is less than or equal to .05 could not be rejected. The value of RMSEA being less than .05 was not due to chance.

6 Zhao, Lynch, & Chen (2010) differentiate complementary mediation (the direct and indirect effects in the same direction) from competitive mediation (the direct and indirect effects in the opposite direction), also referred to as suppression mediation.
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